11 Big Reasons we provide more and deliver the best private label experience
1) Only Private Label Pet Manufacturer with 8 #1 product launches award ribbons to our
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sellers by Amazon across pet categories. We design and develop more pet products on
Amazon than any other Private Label pet manufacturer world wide. Our customers are
world wide. We know Amazon, Ebay, DHGate, Jet and more platforms to take you to
market.
Three plants in the USA dedicated to your success, fast delivery and product support. We
are the manufacturer. This is our only business, Private Label products.
Our resources: Award winning in house graphics available to you for logos, 3d rendering,
label and bag designs. Professional product photography that exceeds Amazon standards.
In house trademark attorney with free consultations to make sure your legal and your hard
work and ideas can be taken to market without the “big guys” suing you. Private label
product insurance.
We support you and get you to market reducing your mistakes. Member of the American
Pet Products Association.
Only Private Label manufacture with two Amazon FBA DC's next door to us. Makes you
wonder right? Relationships count. Up and on Amazon in less than 30 hours when we ship
to our two Amazon next door FBA distribution centers.
FDA and GMP inspected plants with 300,000 capacity per month at our Florida plant
twenty minutes from our offices. Work local, keep it local, ship it local.
Fastest proven delivery with idea to development and shipping averages 45 days.
Free consultation services. We train and teach Amazon and have launch vehicles.
Option of bags, jars, coupons, inserts, and more to lift your product and income.

10) Longest continuous provider to Amazon FBA DC in the USA direct to Amazon.

11)We support some of the biggest and smallest sellers directly, even after we ship
your product out. We ship world wide and support our customers world wide.
More products approaching or passing $1,000,000 in revenue than our top two
competitors combined.
Talk to the CEO directly. 1.813.841.3978 Michael@UUnetWorldBrands.com
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